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WaterVision is a Dutch company, specialised in the 
development and production of LED lighting for public 
swimming pools and saunas.  

In 2004, we introduced our first, extremely efficient LED underwater 
spotlight, specially intended to replace the traditional, less-efficient 
halogen lamps. WaterVision has since grown to become a prominent 
player with our total lighting concept for the entire pool environment, 
both below and above the water. The success of our products and 
designs can be attributed to a combination of high energy saving, 
improved safety for swimmers and a variety of spectacular lighting 
effects in the water. 

We further enhance the architectural design and character of 
any building. Lighting plans are worked out in close collaboration 
with architects, builders and planners. Our lighting designs are 
characterised by the clear visibility and pleasant atmosphere they 
provide and which are greatly enjoyed by pool visitors.  

WaterVision’s ‘feel good’ concept is one of the things that are 
particularly praised by customers. We have our own sales offices 
in the Benelux Union, Germany and France, and in addition are 
represented by a network of agents and resellers.

Introduction
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In a room with dark walls, where hardly any 
daylight enters, the pool is completely lit by 
only three 30-Watt underwater lights.

Enjoying life – today and tomorrow

Sustainability, safety and happiness. These are 
WaterVision’s three leading themes. Their combination 
determines our working method – from our strategy to 
production and after sales service.

Sustainability. One of WaterVision’s main objectives 
is the careful and efficient use of energy and of 
the Earth’s resources. After all, we need to ensure 
that our children and grandchildren will also be 
able to enjoy our planet. The rise of LED lighting, in 
general, is already making a substantial contribution 

towards reducing energy use. After switching over to 
WaterVision products, certain swimming pools saw 
their energy bill go down by as much as 90%. And 
this is not all... Another example of the sustainability 
of our products concerns our light fixtures: from day 
one, the fixtures of our many different lamps have had 
an identical shape and are designed for long-term use 
and reuse. Therefore, whenever a LED engine has to 
be replaced or when customers wish to upgrade to the 
latest technology, there is no need to also replace the 
fixtures. And that makes a big difference.
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The Amrâth Grand 
Hotel in Amsterdam. 

Safety. Pool lifeguards need a clear view of the water, 
at all times and from any position around the pool, 
right down to the bottom and in all corners of the 
swimming pool.  At WaterVision, we are continually 
working on the further development of our underwater 
lights, down to the smallest detail, thus ensuring they 
provide the most perfect lighting – with light distribution 
and colour characteristics contributing to the optimal 
safety of swimmers. A good example of such lighting 
is our Mediterranean Blue lamp with NanoPower® 
technology. This brochure also provides comments 

from our customers on the effect of this technology that 
has been installed in their swimming pools.

Happiness. Light and water can both be sources of 
happiness. It is our objective to ensure that people 
in and around the pool area feel good, in a safe and 
pleasant environment. WaterVision guarantees a 
lighting plan that is subtly tailored, both in and above 
the water, to the experience of swimmers, the require-
ments of pool staff and, of course, to the architect’s 
original vision. We are not happy until you are.
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- Ben Delsing, director of Zwembad Dijnselburg, Zeist

“ WaterVision’s service means that we are guaran-
teed of always having the latest LED technology, 
without having to replace any fixtures.”

WaterVision’s fixtures applied in 
practice. Lights, both above and in 
the water, are installed with great 
precision and according to a careful 
selection of reusable fixtures. Thus, 
enabling upgrades to the latest 
technology without replacement 
expenses or drastic adjustments.
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Fixtures and LED engines

Functional, sustainable and versatile. These are the 
characteristics that apply to our light fixtures. Their simple 
and well-thought-out design is not sensitive to changes 
in fashion and enables replacement or upgrades without 
requiring additional, expensive and drastic investments. In 
this way, a nearly unlimited number of combinations of LED 
engines and lenses can be achieved, all within one type of 
fixture.

Functional. Fixtures are available for various types of pool 
walls, in recessed housing or for mounting to the wall, and 
for use in salt water or chlorinated water. Once the type 
of fixture has been decided, it will hardly ever need to be 
changed. Therefore, we confidently offer a 10-year guarantee 
on the aluminium and stainless steel housings, whose main 
purpose, of course, is to protect the technology within them 
against outside influences. The fixtures are hermetically 
sealed, both shakeproof and shockproof, and shielded from 
electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, they have a fully moulded 
power cable and safe water seal at the cable connection. And, 
last but not least, fixtures are fitted with heat sensors that 
protect the lamp against overheating caused by a lack of water 
to cool the fixture.

Sustainable. LED lighting has a very long life and the 
tech nology is developing at a rapid pace. This results in 
increasing ly high light output and greater energy efficiency. 
When ever a LED engine needs to be replaced, this only 
requires replace ment of its components, instead of the 
entire fixture.

Versatile. The WaterVision fixtures are as constant as the 
the components within them are versatile. Lighting can be 
tailored to suit a particular environment through the choice 
of LEDs within the LED engine. Anything is possible with 
respect to kelvin, nanometre, CMYK or RGB values, and 
even in the choice of RAL and Pantone colours. In order to 
achieve the ultimate lighting customi sation, we developed 
the ColorWave series, with which the colour ambience can 
be adjusted, instant ly, by using the ColorComposer control 
panel. In addition, the width of the beam of light and the level of 
distribution within the water or through the air can be control-
led. The illustration below shows how lighting accen tuates the 
steam rising up from a jacuzzi (on the right), while the other 
lights in fact do the opposite. Anything goes...
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WaterVision continually strives to achieve the ultimate 
lumen-to-watt ratio as well as the highest level of energy 
efficiency. In addition, we are always working on ways 
to improve the distance that light can travel through 
water and the degree of reflection on the sur face. These 
elements concern visibility and therefore the safety of 
swimmers, also in the farthest corners of the pool. Our 
NanoPower series are the pinnacle of lighting technology. 

Less energy, fewer lamps, more light. With this series, 
we have achieved a new milestone in our quest for 
higher light output at low energy use. With respect 
to light output, a NanoPower lamp of 20 watts is 
comparable with a PAR incandescent lamp of 300 
watts. And Quattro lamps of 80 watts are able to 
illuminate an entire swimming pool with only a third of 
the otherwise required number of lamps.

25 m

5x WaterVision NanoPower 60W

Recommended number of lamps and lighting for NanoPower spotlights

25 m

10x PAR 56 white halogen 300W

Usual number of lamps and lighting for PAR 56 spotlights

- Jos van Gennip, accommodation manager at De Tongelreep, Eindhoven

“ The light of WaterVision’s underwater lamps travels far 
through the water and reflects off the pool walls, thus evenly 
illuminating the entire pool. It is remarkable how much more 
clearly swimmers are visible in the water, which is very nice 
also for the pool lifeguards, as it makes their job less strenuous.”

series
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This results in a sizeable saving on energy, installation 
and maintenance costs. In practice, pools of up to 50 x 
25 metres are illuminated by only 16 NanoPower lamps 
of 80 watts. 

Safety: visibility of swimmers. Different colours 
of light have different effects. The NanoPower 
lights all provide a clear and bright image with 

excellent light distribution and a remarkably clear 
visibility of the swimmers. The most remarkable 
is the Mediterranean Blue lamp; under the light of 
the Mediterranean Blue lamp, swimmers appear 
white (see the picture on the bottom right). The 
effect of the various lamps is presented in the 
photographs on this page.

A good example of 
keeping as much light 
as possible within the 
pool; the surface can 
become transparent 
under certain LED 
configurations; in this 
case, it reflects the light.

The effect of the light 
characteristics of the 
NanoPower Mediterra
nean Blue lamp: it 
colours the water 
blue, while swimmers 
appear white.

The NanoPower lamps and their light characteristics
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ColorComposer 500

Having an exceptionally broad spectrum 
of colours and utilising the advantages of 
NanoPower – that is the objective for the 
ColorWave series. The result is a unique lamp, 
able to produce all possible colour effects via 
the ColorComposer control panel.

The ColorWave RGBxW floodlights have more 
colours than just the primary colours of red, 
green and blue. Additional colours, such as 
orange and amber, are generated in the x 
channel to create the desired colour in the water. 
This makes it possible to turn the water ‘red’, 
for example, or combine the colours to form 
‘perfect white’. This means that the WaterVision 
RGBxW generates twice as much light by 
adding the white from the colours to the white 
from the white LEDs.

Advantages of ColorWave LED lights:

· Twice the amount of white light

·  Safety: clear visibility of swimmers

·  Light output: large amount of light in the water

·  Energy saving

·  Pleasant swimming experience through the use 
of seven ‘brilliant colours’

·  Long lifespan and low maintenance costs

Light control. By using preprogrammed lighting 
scenes, individual pools can be illuminated, 
each with their own colour scheme, creating 
different ambiences. The lights are operated 
via the control panel of the DMX controller, 
the so-called ColorComposer. The light 
controller also supports many other protocols, 
in addition to the DMX, thus enabling it to 
be used in combination with most regularly 
applied building-
management 
systems.  The 
ColorComposer 
can also be 
operated 
via remote 
control, Wi-Fi, 
smartphones and 
tablets (iOS and 
Android).

ColorWave models:
The ColorWave 
RGBxW is 
available in 
different light 
strengths.

ColorWave series

Bathing in light, surrounded 
by music at Bad Buchholz! 
The ColorWave lighting has 
been coupled to the music 
installation.
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The Duikerdel in 
NoordScharwoude

- Frans Breeuwer, swimming pool manager De Duikerdel, Noord-Scharwoude

“ Because of the extraordinary combi-
nation of LEDs in the LED engine and 
the use of NanoPower tech nology, the 
ColorWave under water lamps are able to 
achieve what is called ‘impossible red’.”
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Lighting above the water: CrystalColor

We pull out all the stops to ensure our guests feel at 
ease; when they approach and enter the building, in the 
dressing rooms and while swimming. 

Light is technology. Light has 
an effect on human skin that is 
different than, for example, on 
a light-reflecting tiled wall or 
colour- absorbing, 

dark 
flooring. 

A room that has little or no daylight requires 
another type of lighting than one with a great deal 
of natural light coming in. An effective lighting plan 
is one that takes such factors into account.  

Light is emotion. Most important, however, is the 
effect of the ambience on the people who visit and use 
the swimming pool. In this environment, light should 
be pleasant to the eye as well as on the skin of the 
swimmers. 

Applications. The CrystalColor lamp can be applied 

CrystalColor5 and 
CrystalColor7 with 
mounting frame

The corridor between the showers 
and dressing rooms and the pools at 
Sportcomplex Drieburcht in Tilburg.
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universally and is a popular means of illumination the 
face of buildings, bridges, tunnels, humid environments 
such as swimming pools, fountains and saunas. In 
addition, CrystalColor spotlights are also used in 
industrial and maritime environments.

Lighting colours. The LED engines of the CrystalColor 
series can be perfectly tailored to the objects they are 
meant to illuminate. The ColorMotion version has a 
colour changer that is able to produce all colours of 
the rainbow. Preprogrammed lighting scenes can be 
activated via the ColorComposer control panel.

Placement flexibility. 
MultiMirror optics 
are at the heart of 
the CrystalColor 
LED light, directing 
the light with 
absolute precision 
towards the right place 
with minimal loss of light. 
There are eight beam angles available, 
providing unlimited flexibility about where fixtures 
can be positioned.

CrystalColor7 with 
mounting frame

“ The LED engines have been composed 
in such a way that a minimum of light 
provides an optimal reflection from 
the green mosaic tiles that also has a 
favourable effect on human skin.”

- Pieter Bax, Manager Sportbedrijf bij de gemeente Tilburg
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WaterVision supports architects and designers 
in presenting the intended identity of buildings 
and objects. We can also help you re-create your 
identity in light after a room has been arranged 
or a building has been designed. 

Light behaves differently in the water than it 
does through the air. It is reflected in a different 
way on a tiled wall than on human skin. How 
do we attune spotlight components to the 
environment, in order to create the desired 
lighting effect? How many lamps of which 
wattage will be needed and what would be 
their ideal positions? How do we harmoniously 
combine the ambience of the swimming pool 
areas above the water with the underwater 
lighting? Which lamp characteristics are 
required to best suit the water and the material 
of the pool walls?  

WaterVision is specialised in all the lighting 
elements in and around swimming pools, and we 
offer solutions for all conceivable situations.

Translation of your 
identity into light

Sportcomplex Drieburcht in Tilburg is 
a good example of a lighting plan that 
was developed in close collaboration 
with Amsterdam architectural firm 
VenhoevenCS. The underwater spotlights 
as well as the lamps above the water 
were supplied by WaterVision.
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Projects

De Krim swimming pool, Texel

- Iwan Groothuis, Director of De Krim, Texel

“ All parties involved made 
an all-out effort to meet 
the deadline.”

De Krim swimming pool, for which WaterVision 
provided the lighting, was chosen as Swimming 
Pool of the Year 2017. The swimming pool 
is modern, sustainable and environmentally 
friendly. Behind the scenes, modern technolo-
gies have been used to optimise sustainable 
energy use. WaterVision underwater and 
over head floodlights are among the most 
atmospheric, innovative and energy-efficient 
lighting available on the market today.

During construction, WaterVision’s flexibility 
was tested to the maximum, as aspects were 
often changed or moved at the last minute. 
WaterVision therefore used a unique and 
universal method of overhead lighting: all the 
light shines down from high up in the columns. 
A combination of spotlights and floodlights 
offers the opportunity to reconfigure the light 
right up to the last minute and adjust the 
ambience and light output. The spotlights can 
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reach every object that needs to be lit.
The wide-beam floodlights evenly illuminate 
large surfaces, while the spotlights draw 
attention to specific objects and paths. The 
result is a perfectly lit room. Combined with the 
underwater lighting in the pools and daylight 
entering through the windows on the sides, this 
creates an extraordinary ambience. Equally 
important is the fact that this way of working 
enabled WaterVision to be ready before the 

planned opening date. Officially opened in July 
2017, De Krim was chosen as Swimming Pool of 
the Year a few months later.

De Krim swimming pool, 
for which WaterVision 
provided the overhead 
and underwater lighting.
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Hofvijver, The Hague

The Hofvijver is probably the best-known pond in the Netherlands. 
It has an iconic location in the heart of The Hague, right next to the 
Binnenhof and the Torentje, the Prime Minister’s office. WaterVision had 
the honour to provide the LED lighting for the beautiful fountain in the 
Hofvijver. 

This classical fountain was equipped with eight 48-Watt LED lamps 
from the CrystalColor5 series. Not only is it possible to create all 
colours of the rainbow but the special WaterVision light control can also 
be used to represent the Dutch flag and other light designs. 

The WaterVision fountain lighting follows the water jets. This produces 
a brilliant effect the moment that the solid jet turns into water droplets, 
making the fountain a real eye catcher.

The characteristic Hofvijver on 
the Binnenhof in The Hague. 
Top right: an impression of the 
colour change at night.
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Indoor pool, Hotel Molitor, Paris

Since its inauguration in 1929, this has been 
one of the most prestigious swimming pools 
of Europe.  After having been closed for many 
years, the historic monument was renovated and 
reopened in 2014. WaterVision was involved in 
the lighting plan. The indoor pool is equipped 
with WV19 NanoPower lamps that are installed 
behind the existing underwater windows.

Shower room, Fitland, Leiden

This is an example of our close collaboration 
with XCQ architects from Antwerp; ice 
cubes fall from the ice machine on the 
ceiling into a bowl that serves as a lamp. 
The light is installed inside the pipe of the 
ice cube machine. The red coloured walls, 
decorated in glass, absorb much of the light 
from the ice bowl. They are illuminated by 
two red spotlights on both sides of the ice 
machine, which are perfectly tailored to suit 
the colours and materials used. The actual 
beams of light are barely noticeable to the 
people using the shower room.

Outdoor pool, Laguna Badeland, Weil am Rhein

‘Unter mir das Wasser, über mir der Himmel 
und die Sterne’ [the water below, the starry 
skies above me). This is Laguna Badeland’s 
motto. The stainless steel outdoor pool is 
being illuminated by only five spotlights in 
the colour Mediterranean Blue. The lamps’ 
spectrum in this case is chosen to achieve 
optimal reflection by the steel.

Outdoor pool, Hotel Molitor, Paris

The outdoor pool of Hotel Molitor is 
equipped with the WV15 Colorwave 
Gold pool lights. In the evening the 
facades around the pool are glamorously 
illuminated. In the middle of the busy city 
of Paris, Hotel Molitor created an exclusive 
haven of rest.

20



Whirlpool, KissSalis Therme, Bad Kissingen

Full attention has been given to all the pools, 
from main pools to whirlpools. The purple-
blue walls are attractively illuminated by light 
from the whirlpool. In sizeable projects such 
as this, achieving synergy between their main 
lines and details is of paramount importance.

KissSalis Therme, Bad Kissingen

The pools at the impressive KissSalis 
Therme complex – 7,000 m2 – have been 
fitted by WaterVision with warm white 
lights of 3000 kelvin.

Detail KissSalis Therme, Bad Kissingen

The 7,000 m2 at KissSalis provide a very 
special wellness experience. Each pool has 
its own ambience, which is accentuated by 
the way it is being illuminated. 
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Outdoor pool, Wonnemar, Neu-Ulm

Colour is simply a matter of choice, to suit 
the time of day or a particular event. That 
is to say, if you are using lamps from the 
ColorWave series. Because this enables 
you to adjust the colour of the pool, 
depending on the hour and on the desired 
ambience.

Wonnemar, Backnang

In this photograph, the colour of the light 
is as neutral as possible to accentuate the 
natural colouring of the walls. However, 
using the ColorComposer, a totally 
different ambience can be achieved with 
the turn of a button.

Allwetterbad, Osterholz

For this large pool (50 x 21 m), the original 
200W halogen lamps were replace by 
WaterVision’s energy-efficient 20W 
NanoPower LED spotlights with their long 
lifespan and clear lighting effect.

Wonnemar, Marktheidenfeld

The water surface truly functions like a 
mirror. The windows, the ceiling and the 
ceiling lights are all perfectly reflected in 
the water. In contrast, below the surface, 
the water is illuminated very evenly. 
However, the light output above and below 
the water surface is the same, ensuring 
the bottom of the pool as well as the 
swimmers remain clearly visible.
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Competition pool, De Trits, Baarn

‘Painting with light’... The atmosphere 
in and around this pool can be changed 
entirely, depending on the type of activity 
or the time of day, from fairly neutral to 
spectacular. WaterVision has supplied 
the lights, both above and below the 
water surface.

Recreational pool, De Trits, Baarn

The separation between the competition 
pool and the recreational pool is illumi-
nated by SunSet, the colour of the setting 
sun. Various details are illuminated 
individually.

Detail: wall mosaic, De Trits, Baarn

This picture shows a detail of the decora-
tive wall mosaic, illuminated by Crystal-
Color7 colour changers. The colour can be 
either synchronised with that of the other 
lights or changed independently.

Detail: corner ambience, De Trits, Baarn

The pool and walls in this corner of the 
complex deserve particular attention. By 
carefully selecting the colours for the lights 
both above the water and underwater (in 
the respective colours of Spring White 
and Mediterranean Blue), this space has 
received a successful make-over.
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Recreational pool, Zuiderparkbad, The Hague

An exciting atmosphere has been created, 
in this space with not much natural light 
coming in, by lights that are aimed directly 
towards the dome, the pool’s play equip-
ment and the water.

Sportoase Duinenwater, Knokke-Heist

Whether people crave adventure or seek rest 
and relaxation, Sportoase Duinenwater has 
it all. On average, over the summer months, 
more than 80,000 people visit the complex 
looking for a place to cool off.  The recreational 
pool that can be seen on this photograph is 
illuminated by ColorMotion underwater lights.

Detail: dome, Zuiderparkbad, The Hague

The dome of the pool building has been 
equipped with CrystalColor5 colour 
changers. Each segment of the dome 
is illuminated separately. Any type of 
ambience can thus be created using the 
ColorComposer control panel.

Grotto sauna, Fitland Wellnessboot, Mill

Grotto sauna. The salt bowl is illuminated 
from above and reflects the light towards 
the front of the space. There are no visible 
light fixtures in these two spaces. The steam 
sauna (on the left) and the rasul space (on 
the right) are illuminated from the outside.
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Competition pool, Riedbad, Frankfurt

This competition pool, here photographed 
from the diving platform, is 4.60 metres 
deep on this end and 2 metres deep on 
the other side. WaterVision’s underwater 
lighting accentuates the silvery white 
colour of the stainless steel pool walls.

Indoor pool, Kibobad, Kirchheimbolanden

The Kibobad has been fitted with Bright 
White underwater spotlights for stainless 
steel pools. These special spotlights reveal 
the original silvery grey shine of the pool’s 
stainless-steel cladding.

Spa Zuiver, Amsterdam

Invisibly mounted CrystalColor spotlights 
illuminate the mosaic tiles. WaterVision has 
further enhanced the serene atmosphere 
by the precise way in which the lighting has 
been applied.

Relaxation space, Therme Vierortbad, Karlsruhe

An exiting atmosphere has been created in 
an otherwise relaxing space. This is achieved 
through neutral illumination of the colourful 
walls and by preventing as much light as 
possible from escaping the water.

25
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Children’s pool, Waardergolf, Heerhugowaard

This is another example of ‘Painting with 
light’. The water in the children’s pool is 
coloured pink through the use of only 
one CrystalColor5 spotlight. The figures 
are illuminated in different colours, for 
the platform CrystalColor7 spotlights in 
SunSet are used, Mediterranean Blue for 
in the pool itself and colour changers are 
used for the ceiling.

Geusseltbad, Maastricht

This swimming pool of 21 x 25 metres is 
fully illuminated using only six lamps on 
each side in Bright White from the Nano-
Power series. The light is evenly distri-
buted, thanks to NanoPower technology.

Therme Bad Aibling

Relaxing in an area of over 10,000 m2. 
The theme of Therme Bad Aibling is 
that of relaxation and sensory delight. 
WaterVision’s underwater colour 
changers bring variety and determine the 
atmosphere.

Recreational pool, Seedammbad, 
Bad Homburg

The water is illuminated by ColorWave 
spotlights, and therefore can take on any 
colour. There is no separate spotlight on or 
in the fountain; it is illuminated by the light 
that reflects up from the pool. 
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Indoor pool, Seilerseebad, Iserlohn

The original nine 200W halogen lamps in 
this recreational pool were replaced by 
only three of WaterVision’s NanoPower 
spotlights. The rafters are illuminated by 
CrystalColor5 colour changers.

Outdoor pool, Seilerseebad, Iserlohn

The water in this outdoor pool has been 
given the same Mediterranean Blue colour 
as the water in the indoor pool, although 
the lighting of the inside space is very 
different. Outside, also nine halogen 
lamps were replaced by three NanoPower 
spotlights.

Outdoor pool, Fitland, Goes

This photograph shows the manipulation 
of the light characteristics.  For the outside 
jacuzzi, we chose to accentuate the steam 
rising up from the water.

Plunge pools, Fitland, Goes

The entire space is illuminated from the 
two plunge pools. Mediterranean Blue is 
the colour that depicts the warm water in 
the pool, while the contrasting colour of 
the cold plunge pool represents the cooler 
temperature.
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DRAUTALPERLE Spittal (AT) DURMEBAD Lokeren (B) DÜSSELSTRAND Düsseldorf (D) ECHAZBAD - HALLENBAD Pfullingen (D) ELBRESIDENZ Hamburg (D) ERLEBNISBAD IFA 
SCHÖNECK Schöneck (D) ESPACE AQUALUDIQUE DU POHER PLIJADOUR Carhaix (FR) ESPADA Eschwege (D) EUROPABAD Karlsruhe (D) EUROPA-PARK Rust (D) 
EUROTHERMENRESORT BAD SCHALLERBACH Bad Schallerbach (D) FÄCHERBAD Karlsruhe (D) FAMILIENBAD DE BÜTH Hürth (D) FAMILIENBAD NIEDERHEID Düsseldorf (D) FINI-
RESORT Badenweiler (D) FITLAND WELLNESS ROOSENDAL Roosendaal (NL) FITLAND WELLNESS HELMOND Helmond (NL) FITLAND WELLNESS GOES Goes (NL) FITLAND 
WELLNESS SITTARD Sittard (NL) FITLAND WELLNESS LEIDEN Leiden (NL) FITLAND WELLNESSBOOT MILL Mill (NL) FOSSE DE PLONGÉE DE 20 MÈTRES Chêne en Semine (FR) 
FRANKEN-THERME Bad Windsheim (D) FREI- & HALLENBAD KLEINFELDCHEN Wiesbaden (D) FREIBAD HALLENBAD SAUNA Braunau (AT) FREIBAD HAUSEN Frankfurt am Main 
(D) FREIBAD ST. GEORGEN Freiburg (D) FREIZEITBAD AROBELLA Arolsen (D) FREIZEITBAD ATOLL Espelkamp (D) FREIZEITBAD LIMBOMAR Limbach-Oberfrohna (D) FREIZEITBAD 
REINBEK Reinbek (D) FREIZEITBAD SALINARIUM Bad Dürkheim (D) FREIZEITPARK OBERNAUTAL Netphen (D) GEMEENTELIJK ZWEMBAD Kalmthout (B) GEMEENTELIJK 
ZWEMBAD Aartselaar (B) GEOMARIS Gerolzhofen (D) GEUSSELTBAD Maastricht (NL) GEZEITENLAND Borkum (D) GIELSBOS Gierle (B) GMÜNDER HALLENBAD Schwäbisch 
Gmünd (D) HALLENBAD MAYEN Mayen (D) HALLENBAD LANDSHUT Landshut (D) HALLENBAD WAAKIRCHEN Waakirchen (D) HALLENBAD Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (D) 
HALLENBAD ALTSTETTEN Zürich (CH) HALLENBAD AQUAMATHE Iserlohn (D) HALLENBAD AQUAWEDE Bielefeld (D) HALLENBAD EBINGEN Albstadt (Ebingen) (D) HALLENBAD 
GRIESHEIM Griesheim (D) HALLENBAD HEUEL Rümlang (CH) HALLENBAD HÖCHST Frankfurt am Main (D) HALLENBAD ILLINGEN Illingen (D) HALLENBAD KOSTHEIM Wiesbaden 
(D) HALLENBAD LEIMBACH Leimbach (CH) HALLENBAD LEONBERG Leonberg (D) HALLENBAD MAINZERSTRASSE Wiesbaden (D) HALLENBAD MINDELHEIM Mindelheim (D) 
HALLEN BAD SULINGEN Sulingen (D) HALLENBAD UNTER MOSEN Wädenswil (CH) HALLENBAD VILSHOFEN Vilshofen a.d. Donau (D) HOFBAD Den Haag (NL) HOLSTEN THERME 
Kaltenkirchen (D) INGE DE BRUIJNBAD Barendrecht (NL) INSELBAD & DÜNENSPA Spiekeroog (D) IR. OTTEN-
BAD Eindhoven (NL) ISHARA Bielefeld (D) KISS SALIS THERME Bad Kissingen (D) KOMBIBAD Wiehl (D) KON-
TIKI BEACH RESORT Curaçao KÖTHENER BADE WELT Köthen (Anhalt) (D) KREISBAD Maxdorf (D) KRIS TALL 
SAUNA THERME LUDWIGSFELDE Ludwigsfelde (D) KRIS- TALL-THERME Seelze (D) KRISTALL TRIMINI Kochel am 
See (D) KURFÜRSTENBAD Amberg (D) KUR ZENTRUM SIEBEN STERN Weißenstadt am See (D) LA PISCINE DE 
CHAMPAG NOLE Champagnole (FR) LA PIS CINE INTER- COMMUNALE Blain (FR) LA PISCINE IRIS Aire-sur-la-lys 
(FR) LA PISCINE MUNICIPALE Château-Thierry (FR) LA PISCINE, CENTRE AQUATIQUE DE BRIVE Brive la Gaillarde 
(FR) LAGUNA ASSLAR Asslar (D) LAGUNA BADELAND Weil am Rhein (D) L’AQUAPOLIS CENTRE AQUATIQUE DE 
LIMOGES MÉTROPLE Limoges (FR) LE CENTRE AQUA- LUDIQUE AQUANOVA AMERICA Saint-dié-des-Vosges 
(FR) LE CENTRE AQUATIQUE BERNARD ALBIN Charleville Mézières (FR) LES NYMPHÉAS DU PARISIS À PIERRELAYE Pierrelaye (Fr) LIMES THERME Bad Gögging (D) MACHLAND-
BADEWELT  Perg (AT) MARINE DUIKBASSIN “TRITON 21” Den Helder (NL) MEGA YACHT MY LUNA Bremerhaven (D) MICHAELIBAD München (D) MICROSOFT Unterschleissheim 
(D) MOLENDUINBAD Norg (NL) MONTE MARE REICHSHOF-ECKENHAGEN Reichshof (D) MOSELBAD Cochem (D) MÜNSTER THERME Düsseldorf (D) MURRBÄDER Backnang (D) 
NASS Arnsberg (D) NATIONAAL ZWEMCENTRUM DE TONGELREEP Eindhoven (NL) NATURBAD RIEHEN Riehen (CH) NATUR-SOLEBAD WERNE Werne (D) NAUTILAND Haguenau 
(FR) NORDBAD München (D) NORDBAD NEUSS Neuss (D) NORD-OST-BAD Hannover (D) OBERMAIN THERME Bad Staffelstein (D) ODA CENTRE AQUATIQUE Civray (FR) OLYM-
PISCH ZWEMBAD LOUIS NAMECHE Brussel (B) OTEBAD BREMEN Bremen (D) OVIVE CENTRE AQUATIQUE DU TOULOIS Ecrouves (FR) PANORAMABAD Velbert (D) PANORAMABAD 
BORNHEIM Frankfurt am Main (D) PANORAMABAD PAPPELSEE Kamp-Lintfort (D) PARKBAD Velbert (D) PARKBAD GELDERLAND Geldern (D) PARKBAD VOLKSDORF Hamburg 
(D) PISCINE Chapelle Viviers (FR) PISCINE AQUALIA Colmar (FR) PISCINE AQUAPOLE Montrouge (FR) PISCINE AUGUSTE DELAUNE Portes les Valence (FR) PISCINE CAUDAN 
Caudan(FR) PISCINE CORNEILLE La Celle-Saint-Cloud (FR) PISCINE DE CHÂTEAU GONTIER Château Gontier (FR) PISCINE DE L’YVE Janzé (FR) PISCINE DE MOLITOR Paris (FR) 
PISCINE DE MONTIGNY-LÈS-METZ Montigny-lès-Metz (FR) PISCINE DES 3 VALLÉES Breuillet (FR) PISCINE DU BOCAGE Vitre (FR) PISCINE ESPACE DAUPHINS Châteaubriant (FR) 
PISCINE INTERCOMMUNALE Chateauneuf sur Loire (FR) PISCINE L’AQUARELLE Saint Menehould (FR) PISCINE L’AQUARETZ Sainte Pazanne (FR) PISCINE LES OCÉANIDES 
CORMEILLES EN PARISIS Cormeilles en Parisis (FR) PISCINE MONTFLEURY Cannes (FR) PISCINE MUNICIPALE Sin le Noble (FR) PISCINE MUNICIPALE DE BÈGLES “LES BAINS” 
Begles (FR) PISCINE OCÉANE Outreau (FR) PISCINE PIERRE DE COURBERTIN Cannes (FR) PISCINE POLIGNY Poligny (FR) PISCINE ROBERT PRÉAULT Chelles (FR) PISCINE ROSA 
PARKS Clichy sous Bois (FR) PISCINE SAINT CHARLES Monaco PISCINE SCHIFFLANGE Schifflange (LU) PISCINE SUCY EN BRIE Sucy en Brie (FR) PISCINE-MUNICIPALE 
Chevigny-Saint-Sauveur (FR) PLÄRRERBAD Augsburg (D) PLOPSAQUA De Panne (B) PLUB Pirmasens (D) REBSTOCKBAD Frankfurt am Main (D) RECREATIEBAD 
ENKHUIZERZAND Enkhuizen (NL) REGENSBURGER WESTBAD Regensburg (D) RÉIDENER SCHWEMM Redange-sur-Attert (LU) RHEINBAD DÜSSELDORF Düsseldorf (D) RIEDBAD 
BERGEN-ENKHEIM Frankfurt am Main (D) S&R ROZEBROEKEN Gent (B) SÄCHSISCHE STAATSBÄDER BAD BRAMBACH Bad Brambach (D) SÄCHSISCHE STAATSBÄDER BAD 
ELSTER Bad Elster (D) SAUNA DE HEUVELRUG Veenendaal (NL) SCHELDEBAD Temse (B) SCHINDE Antwerpen (B) SCHINKELBAD Osnabrück (D) SCHLOSSBAD NIEDERRHEIN 
Mönchengladbach (D) SCHWAKETENBAD Konstanz (D) SCHWIMMBAD BONDENWALD Hamburg (D) SCHWIMMBAD DIE WELLE Gütersloh (D) SCHWIMMBAD DÜLSBERG 
Hamburg (D) SCHWIMMBAD FINKENWERDER Hamburg (D) SCHWIMMBAD FJORDARIUM Schleswig (D) SCHWIMMBAD QUADRIUM Wernau (D) SCHWIMMBAD SÜDPOOL Herne 
(D) SCHWIMM’IN BILK Düsseldorf (D) SCHWIMMZENTRUM RENDSBURG Rendsburg (D) SEA LAND BADEWELT Halberstadt (D) SEEDAMMBAD Bad Homburg (D) SEILERSEEBAD 
Iserlohn (D) SOLYMAR-THERME Bad Mergentheim (D) SPA SPORT HOTEL ZUIVER Amsterdam (NL) SPORT- UND BADEZENTRUM FILDORADO Filderstadt (D) SPORT UND 
FREIZEITBAD AM WOLLMARKT Arnstadt (D) SPORTCOMPLEX KONING WILLEM ALEXANDER Hoofddorp (NL) SPORTFONDSEN AMSTERDAM-OOST BV Amsterdam (NL) SPORTHOTEL 
LEWECK Lipperscheid (LU) SPORTOASE CHAMP DE LA LUNE Braine-Le-Comte (B) SPORTOASE EBURONS DOME Tongeren (B) SPORTOASE MIJN ZWEMPARADIJS Beringen (B) 
SPORTOASE PHILIPSSITE LEUVEN Heverlee (B) SPORTPLAZA TIEL Tiel (NL) SPREEWALD THERME Burg (Spreewald) (D) STADE NAUTIQUE EUGÈNE MAËS Caen (FR) STADIONBAD 
Hannover (D) STEDELIJK ZWEMBAD Aarschot (B) STEDELIJK ZWEMBAD BEVEGEMSE VIJVERS Zottegem (B) SÜDBAD BREMEN Bremen (D) SÜDBAD NEUSS Neuss (D) SÜDPFALZ 
THERME Bad Bergzabern (D) TEXTORBAD SACHSENHAUSEN Frankfurt am Main (D) THERMAE 2000 Valkenburg (NL) THERMAE BOETFORT Melsbroek (B) THERMALBAD 
AUKAMMTAL Wiesbaden (D) THERMASOLBAD Salzgitter (D) THERME BAD WÖRISHOFEN Bad Wörishofen (D) THERME VIERORDTBAD Karlsruhe (D) THERME-ERDING Erding (D) 
THERMES DE SALINS-LES-BAINS Salins-les-Bains (FR) THÜRINGENTHERME Mühlhausen (D) TIKIBAD DUINRELL Wassenaar (NL) TROPICANA Stadthagen (D) TUWASS 
Tutlingen (D) VAHRENWALDERBAD Hannover (D) VITALBAD VAHR Bremen (D) VITALPARK Heilbad Heiligenstadt (D) VITAMAR Bad Lauterberg (D) VITASOLTHERME Bad 
Salzuflen (D) VITUSBAD Mönchengladbach (D) WALGAUBAD Nenzing (AT) WASSERPARADIES Hildesheim (D) WEIDENER THERMENWELT Weiden (D) WEIHERHOFBAD DURLACH 
Karlsruhe (D) WELLENBAD PENZBERG Penzberg (D) WENDLAND-THERME Gartow (D) WERNER WICKER KLINIK Bad Wildungen (D) WESTBAD München (D) WESTBAD BREMEN 
Bremen (D) WONNEMAR Marktheidenfeld (D) WÖRGLER WASSERWELT Wörgl (AT) ZUIDERBAD Amsterdam (NL) ZWEM- EN RECREATIEBAD OLYMPOS Dendermonde (B) 
ZWEMBAD “DE WATERDAM” Volendam (NL) ZWEMBAD BREEVEN Bornem (B) ZWEMBAD DE BLAUWE GOLF Leeuwarden (NL) ZWEMBAD DE DRIEBURCHT Tilburg (NL) ZWEMBAD 
DE FAKKEL Ridderkerk (NL) ZWEMBAD DE HEERENDUINEN Ijmuiden (NL) ZWEMBAD DE HELSTER Elst (NL) ZWEMBAD DE HEUVELRAND Voorthuizen (NL) ZWEMBAD DE HOUT 
Alkmaar (NL) ZWEMBAD DE KIMPEL Bilzen (B) ZWEMBAD DE KOEKOEK Vaassen (NL) ZWEMBAD DE KOLK Wierden (NL) ZWEMBAD DE KOUTER Poperinge (B) ZWEMBAD DE 
LEISTERT Roggel (NL) ZWEMBAD DE MEREL Leopoldsburg (B) ZWEMBAD DE NACHTEGAAL Kontich (B) ZWEMBAD DE REESHOF Tilburg (NL) ZWEMBAD DE STOK Roosendaal 
(NL) ZWEMBAD DE TREFFER Waregem (B) ZWEMBAD DE TRITS Baarn (NL) ZWEMBAD DE VELUWEHAL Barneveld (NL) ZWEMBAD DE WARANDE Wetteren (B) ZWEMBAD DE 
WATERTHOR Den Haag (NL) ZWEMBAD DIJNSELBURG Zeist (NL) ZWEMBAD DUINENWATER Knokke-Heist (B) ZWEMBAD HET ZUIDERPARK Den Haag (NL) ZWEMBAD 

Some examples of the 
swimming pools in which 

our lights have been applied...


